OBESITY
ARE YOU
STORING UP
TROUBLE?
LET’S IMAGINE A WORLD WHERE WE WANT EVERYONE IN IT TO BECOME OBESE. MMM
OK, BUT THE HUMAN BODY IS ELEGANTLY IN ENERGY NEUTRAL BALANCE. IF YOU ARE
IN DEFICIT YOU EAT MORE. IF YOU EAT TOO LITTLE YOU FEEL HUNGRY. IF YOU EAT TOO
MUCH YOU FEEL FULL. THAT IS CALLED SATIETY. I HAVE BEEN 65-67 KG THROUGHOUT
MY ADULT LIFE, WITHOUT BEING EVER INCLINED TOWARDS DIETS, TAKING A
MODICUM OF EXERCISE BUT BEING A SPORT-FREE ZONE. THAT IS HOW DELICATELY WE
ARE TUNED TO STAY IN WEIGHT EQUIPOISE. MECHANISMS FOR SATIETY ARE INTRICATE
AND MULTIPLE. CHEWING ITSELF CONTRIBUTES.
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T

aking fat in your food helps as it has
twice the energy per gramme as carbohydrate and protein.
So take a little fat and you feel fuller sooner. Think of yummy
butter (the cook’s favourite.)
Semi skimmed milk, don’t bother. Human breast milk has the
same fat content as cow’s milk, but I am not aware that the
loony brigade have tried to skim human breast milk. When
fat goes through the stomach into the duodenum (the first
bit of the small bowel) enzymes come in to digest it. Those
same enzymes signal to the brain and are one of those
mechanisms which contribute towards satiety. Moving away
from full fat milk and all that old rubbish about butter being
harmful needs to be dismissed as wrong/ flawed thinking.
So what about energy expenditure? We are talking about
exercise or rather physical activity, indeed that uses energy.
In truth (only) 27% of our energy needs are used on physical
activity. The rest is used for, well, staying alive, breathing,
digestion, heart beating, staying warm, all those automatic
cell replacement processes, in fact zillions of things!
That probably figures why to get off modest amounts of
calories takes so much effort. For example the ultimate
misery form of exercise, ‘jogging.’ Have you ever seen a
happy jogger? Think what happened to Jim Fix. And what
about those ruined joints, do you really want to be arrested

at every airport in your dotage when going through metal
detectors? Obviously, I am being a little facetious, although
the maxim everything in moderation is a good rule for life
(except cigarettes.) Maybe in primeval days we were loping
apes, putting on a last minute dash to catch prey, but we
were not designed to run marathons.
But let’s make that plan for an obese world and then decide
what to do.
Warm the rooms in your house aka central heating.
There was none when I was a safely middle-class child in
‘Blackpool.’ Back in its grand days.
Invent very warm cheap clothing materials (think what
you can buy in sports direct) which you don’t even need to
expend the energy to iron them.
Develop something that transfixes you so you can’t do
anything but sit and watch.
Erm, that’s called screen time. There is a direct relationship
(near perfect) between screen time and weight gain. For
each hour of screen time (TV, computer games, iPads, mobile
phones, they are all over us and dominate our lives and
work) our weight rises accordingly.
Why not obsess over getting our children to learn more and
more in their school curricula. Oh, yes, cut out that nonsense
called games half day. And get danger-obsessed, riding a
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bicycle no, go to the park, no, walk to school, no, this won’t
fit into my frantic schedule, get in the car. Yikes, does this
sound familiar?
Make cars relatively cheap and the cost of running them in
relation to rising standards of living.
Why reach to switch things off, voila! Remote controls.
Machines for washing, machines for cutting the lawn,
machines for drying, machines for lots of other previously
manual activities. Machines galore, automation galore, Zzzzz.
Think about one of the early studies, some researchers in
the southern USA discovered a town near Mexico where the
modern obesity epidemic was already in full swing in the
1960’s. Children of five were obese and getting diabetes.
These Pima Indians were very close genetically to their cousin
Pimas in Mexico. But the latter group had normal BMI’s.
What was the difference? The ones in Mexico were living an
agrarian lifestyle, with an average of 40 hours hard labour per
week, the ones in Southern USA were largely sedentary. In
other words, genetics primes the gun but environment pulls
the trigger.
Now lets move to diet. Most of the obesity epidemic is due
to food. Bigger portions with higher calorie content. Rapidly
available fast food (no effort in cooking either.) Vast increase
in what were special treats in my childhood (coke or other
carbonated drinks and also fruit juices.) Think about this. Can
you sit down when very hungry and eat 6 apples. But fruit
juice is natural Doctor I hear you say. No, no, and no again.
Grossly unnatural. If you go past an apple tree in autumn as I
say to parents in my clinic.
It is windy. What might happen? Yes an apple might fall on
your head, but not apple juice.
Fruit juice and smoothies are man-made. We are not evolved
to drink fruit juice. This is a new fad. How is that explained, its
food isn’t it?
Research has been done demonstrating conclusively and also
trying to understand why high calorie drinks, carbonated
or non, are obesogenic. Which is why we are having a sugar
levy, falsely being referred to as a sugar tax.
What happens? Well apart from the poorest 9% of the
world’s population, we all have enough food. The top billion
(wealthiest 9%) have too much and the two middle income
groups are at risk of having too much food as well. Yet
this has only been achieved in the past 70 years. We have
evolved over millions of years. When two groups of people in
an experiment were fed the same diet for a period of weeks,
but with one group they drank water, the other fruit juice
SATIETY was the same between the groups. We humans have
simply not evolved to detect the extra calories in
those drinks, hence the incontrovertible evidence of these
being obesogenic.
As for the awful effects of fructose (the sugar in fruit) on rates
of gout and implicated in diabetes, let’s not even go there.
Do we need gyms? Has it never struck you as a paradox that

whilst the UK is getting fatter by the year, vehicles are getting
bigger to compensate, clothing sizes are being changed,
hospital scales are getting bigger, hospitals are buying bigger
chairs and beds. Yet we have a growth in gymnasiums. Try
this. Set your watch for 30 seconds. Now stand up from
sitting on your chair (no pushing off ) repeatedly for as many
times as you can muster. I did 24 without practice and no
breathlessness, and I am vintage 1962. I am not fit but cycle
to and from work using an electric bicycle. You DON’T need
a gym, but you DO need to do exercise. It CAN be fitted into
everyday life. Everyone’s life.
Sweden claims it has started to get on top of its obesity
epidemic and is the first country in the world to do so. One
rule in Sweden, is that apart from the disabled, you cannot
take a lift to the first floor. You have to go up the stairs. A
simple application of nudge economics.
Indeed the original work which led to nudge theory involved
a student canteen. Food was re-arranged such that healthier
choices were nearer the entrance. Interestingly this showed
that students were more likely to choose those foods if
nearer that entrance.
But why should you not just indulge and eat what you want?
Sure food tastes great. Eating is our most primitive drive, the
second sex and so forth. Well we are in this situation where
we have excess food around, and a paucity of exercise. The
obesity epidemic is so bad that our all-time low in maternal
mortality is being threatened by the severe obstetric risks
experienced by obese mothers. Cancer rates are higher in
the obese. Accident rates are higher. People tend to not find
obesity attractive. Clothing choices are more limited. Fertility
is down. Arthritis due to wear and tear is up. You need larger
airplane seats. Etc etc. BUT get this reader. The main dire risk
of obesity is diabetes. Once you get that you are relatively
doomed. All through excessive intake.
What to do. Don’t put if off, act now. Get off the screen
where you can. Stop all sweetened drinks. Reduce intake
of junk food, reduce carbs and increase fats (think of the
Atkins diet)l And increase your daily exercise. Reduce room
temperatures. Stop buying automated gizmos, we have
enough, help!!! Pause.
Try this. You are sitting reading this right? OK stand up and
sit down as many times as you can for 30 seconds. Have you
improved? Can you ride a bicycle? Die from renal failure or
a heart attack or a stroke? Or don’t die from riding a bicycle
every day?
Running? Nah, very boring. Swimming only if you swim fast
in cool water, otherwise that’s just bath time. Stairs, yes every
day. Walking OK if it is fastish. Get a dog? Walkies are their
perpetual joy.
Good Luck!

Professor Alastair Sutcliffe

Professor Sutcliffe and one his colleagues have developed a proposed treatment for
obesity which attempts to pharmacologically mimic the effects of the most effective type of
Gastric Bypass surgery, do get in touch if you are interested in trying the treatment.
www.londonpaediatrician.com
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